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ABSTRACT: This studied was to examine the theoritical approach that can be used for client in 
solving a particular problem in counseling. This study was performed on one client at a school 
in Johor Bahru that have problems in life. The study focuses on aspects of the problems that 
have been identified as the problem associated with low self confidence and purposeless. 
Counselor apply for permission to record the session as a reference and retention counselor. 
Theory use in the performance of the session is Theory Existensial and this theory has been 
applied in this session because the client was found have to need to find meaning in life. 
Counselor also use Rational Emotive Theraphy as a theoritical support for client because of 
her negative thinking. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
As mention earlier, client have problem with low confident and purposeless. The problem has 
been facing to the client and affect to her quality of learning and the client wishes to share her 
feeling with a trusted counselor. Client meet counselor in person and she was invited to sit. 
Before starting the counseling session, the counselor and client together recite Surah Al-
Fatihah which is this doa contains the confession and prayer servant of God. Recite this doa 
also intended that is performed to please Allah S.W.T. We worship on Allah and  to Him we 
ask for help (Mustaffa .M.S, Abu Bakar .M.F , 2001). 
 
 
2.0 CLIENT BACKGROUND 
 
Wani(not real name) is the first child of six siblings. Her father worked as a trader restaurants 
and her mother worked as a clinic clerck. She was 18 years old and a form 5 students in one 
secondary scholl in Johor Bahru. Her academic achievement in secondary school is very low 
and soon she will take the SPM examination. Therefore.  wani aware of her problem and she 
wanted to talk to a counselor to help her to solve the problem. Client stated she have low 
confidence and purposeless. She also said that her teacher who taught her always look down 
on her it because she was the lowest rank in her class.She also feels like life in this school 
does not mean anything and seem to be a waste of time. After the interview, the counselor 
find the reason why she feel low confident and purposeless is due she assumes her teacher and 
friends always look down on her and everything that she made did not get support from her 
teachers and friends. She also not have the time to learn, she has problems in terms of 
allocation of time at home because she must look after her 6 years old younger brother. 
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE TEORY 
 
Existential therapy is more a way thinking, or an attitude about psychotherapy, than a 
particular style of practicing psychoteraphy. It can best be described as a philosophical 
approach that influences a counselor’s therapeutic practise(Corey,2009). Yalom and Josselson 
in Corey,2009 capture the essence of this approach, “Existential psychoterapy is an attitude 
toward human suffering that has no manual. It asks deep questions about the nature of the 
human being and the nature of anxiety, despair, grief, loneliness, isolation, and anomie. It also 
deals centrally with the questions of meaning, creativity and love”. 
Viktor Frankl, Rollo May, Irvin Yalom, and James Bugental all developed their 
existential approaches to psychotherapy from strong background in both existential and 
humanistic psychology(Corey,2009). 
Existential theory aims to help people more aware and feel freedom and responsibility 
concerning herself and may be used to guide her life. It helps the individual face concerns 
arising from the consciousness of those who have liberty to choose and the responsibility to 
lead themselves. This theory also used because the client has a need to find meaning in life 
and aims to client self-awareness rather than the counselor aware for the client. This theory 
help client to be more honest and sincere with herself. 
Corey(1977) in (Sapora and Ruhaya,2011) has stated that the main activities of the 
REBT is to help clients to free themselves from thinking gripped by illogical or irrational 
thinking. In this case, the client appears to be not sincere and dishonest with herself. She 
assumes her teachers and friendslook down on her. But the rational, her teachers are always 
concerned and do not look down on her. 
 
 
4.0 INTERVENTION STRATEGY 
 
Counselor is one of the friend of a client teachers at school. Counselor and the client does not 
know one another. To identify more closely, for the first step, the counselor build a 
relationship with client. Counselor try to establish contact as a friend with the client. 
Counselor talked with the client before starting the session. Their relationship as friend has 
already been established throughout before starting the session. Malay language is used in the 
couseling session.  
Counselor showed the nature of congruence, the sincerity and genuineness, 
unconditional acceptance and empathy. Counselor also make restructuring to explain with 
client about the counseling process to be carried out. Time for session is within one hour. 
Ethics in terms of counseling is confidentiality. Counselor began counseling with a casual 
conversation for about within ten to thirty minutes with client.  
In initial stage, counselor try to give clients anenvironment that reflects a desire to 
serve to help with each other to get help for a client. 
 
 
5.0 RESULT OF THE SESSION 
 
In this case, Wani feel like life in this school does not mean anything and seem to be a waste 
of time. In existential Therapy, humans will to explore and recognize the meaning of 
existence, the purpose of life values and goals to be achieved. People will want to find the 
reasons for the existence, purpose, and what should be achieved in his life. So, the counselor 
help Wani try to more conscious about the meaning of life, her goals, their values and 
interests in life. 
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In this case also the client seems to be dishonest to herself. Therefore, Rational 
Emotive Behavior Therapy should be applied. Client have irrational thought. She thought the 
teacher always look down on her. But in fact, she despised herself. Counselor try to correct 
the perception of their thinking.  
 
 
6.0 STRANGE AND CONTRIBUTION 
 
For the strange and contribution of this study, counselor are prepared in advance in a 
relationship, then the session conducted smoothly. This session is run willingly his own client 
who seek a counselor. This is in line with the existential theory which is only suitable for 
individuals that who want to find the meaning of herself. Counselor also can assist the session 
to develop and achieve her goals and client not floating without direction. Counselor also 
helps the client find meaning in her life. Although, counselor need more experience, 
knowledge and skills in the use of counseling theory to establish themseleves it is because the 
theoritical and actual reality is not the same. In the future, counselors need to deal with more 
mature clients which require careful in every gesture and spoken word. 
 
 
7.0 CONCLUSION 
 
Counseling in a process of communication between counselor and client that involves 
therapeutic process. Counseling considered a private processes because the confidential is a 
important things. At the beginning of the session, counselor skills is required in the process 
of developing relationships so that the client feel safe, trust and confident and be able to story 
their problems. Skills is important like questioning and exploring such as listening technique, 
reflection technique, paraphrase, confrontation, and asking for clarification may develop the 
proocess of counseling. This skills can make clients more confident and make it easy for 
counselor to identify the problems In terms of their hardworking to do their homework and 
doing the revision for their subject in SPM, observation were made to test her in  every 
subject in SPM, so that the counselor can be seen in herself whether she wan changed or not. 
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